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Case Number:  S2223000073 

 
 

Release Date:  October 2022 

 
 

Symptom/Vehicle Issue: Power Liftgate Inoperative Or Intermittent Operation 

 
 

Customer Complaint/Technician Observation: Customer may complain of 
inoperative or intermittent liftgate condition. Technician may find Diagnostic Trouble 
Codes (DTCs) such as B1882-92 Liftgate position sensor. 
 
 

Discussion:  

 

1. Duplicate and verify the customer complaint. Look for items that may obstruct the 
liftgate latch such as floor mats or debris. Perform lift gate calibration with wiTECH if 
obstructions found.  
2. Check for DTC’s in the PLGM Power Lift Gate Module. Follow diagnostics for any  
active codes. Refer to 08 - Electrical / 8N - Power Systems / Power Liftgate /  
Diagnosis and Testing for additional information. 
3. If no DTC’s exist, or in addition to DTC testing inspect wire connections at the  
power drive unit.   
4. Use Service Library diagnostic aids and resources. 08 - Electrical / 8N - Power  
Systems / Power Liftgate / Diagnosis and Testing section contains symptom  
based diagnostic charts. It also has a table of input/outputs and inhibit monitor  
explanations. See the below examples of additional information to assist in diagnosis. 
Reviewing these items may help in a difficult to duplicate condition with what to monitor 
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Symptom Based Diagnostics 
 
 

 
 

Input/Output Switch Charts 
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Inhibit Chart 
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